MINT NOTES	xcv
entitled Dwru-z-za'rb Muhammadabad*    From. 964 to 968S the coins bear the legend Daru-z-zarb Khita Kdlpi.
The mint was not re-opened till the time of Ahmad Shah, Rupees are known of this emperor3 and of his successors 'Alamglr II and Shah 'Alam II. The Issues of Shah 'Alani II belong to a group of coins characteristic of a few mint-towns In the neighbourhood of JhansL such as Kalpi, Kora3 and Kunch, on which the name of the mint is followed by the word Mjrl—see Note on Kora.
KATAK
Lat. 20° 29'        Long. 85° 52"
G.	8.	0.
Sh&h Jalian           —	1	—
Aurangzeb            —	6	1
Farrukhsiyar         —	1	—
Ahmad Shah         —	9	—
Katak, more familiarly known as Cuttack, was the principal town of the Province of Orissa, and was annexed with Bengal by Akbar In 982. Square coins of Akbar In both gold and silver are known, the latter of year 987, and the reading Katak Banaras has been suggested for the dam exemplified by the coin I. M. Cat*, No. 454. One or two very rare rupees of Jahanglr of the ilaM type are known, and a few rupees of Shah Jahan of the Kallma-Ilahl, and the * square areas' types. Rupees of Aurangzeb are not uncommon,, and gold mohars have been found. Coin No. 1979 is the only known specimen in copper. There is a fine legal drachm in the British Museum, struck &t Katak in Aurangzeb's twenty-ninth year. Mr. G. B. Bleazby had another specimen which is also now in the National Collection,
Farrukhsiyar struck at Katak In silver, and coins of Muhammad Shah are known in both gold and silver. In the year a.h. 1165, Orissa was made over to the Marathas by treaty, and remained a Maratha province till a, d, 1803 (a. h. 1218). To this period must be attributed the strange series of coins struck at Katak In the name of Ahmad Shah? and exemplified by Nos. 2699-2705.
A rupee of Shah 'Alam II was published in N. S. XIII.

